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Abstract
Due to its dynamic and rapid development and due to a variety of academic disciplines and research
communities contributing to information systems (IS) research, a broad variety of research approaches
can be found. These approaches are often discussed as contrasting “paradigms”. Positivism and
interpretivism are frequently accepted to be the most relevant paradigms (cf., for instance, Klein & Myers
1999; Lee 1991; Walsham 1995; Weber 2004). A further set of paradigms consists of behavioural science
research (‘problem understanding paradigm’) and design science research (‘problem understanding
paradigm’) which has been introduced in the IS literature and heavily adopted since (cf., for instance,
Hevner et al. 2004; Jani 2001; March & Smith 1995). On top of this distinction, the critical research
paradigm, including its logical complement, the non-critical paradigm, shaped the discussion of IS
research philosophy for more than two decades (cf., for instance, Brooke 2002; Klein & Huynh 2004;
Landry & Banville 1992; Mumford et al. 1985). Though it is essential to research theory and practice in
the IS discipline to discuss the interconnections between these different sets of paradigms, such endeavour
has not yet been undertaken. Some approaches address the interdependency between interpretivism and
critical research. However, a holistic framework, also taking into account also behavioural and design
science is still missing. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide an integrated discussion of these
different sets of paradigms and to provide novel perspectives for IS research on how to deal with the
apparent diversity of approaches. We will furthermore point out why this discussion is of great importance
to IS research especially in Europe.
Keywords: Research paradigms, behavioural science research, design science research, positivism,
methodological pluralism, linguistic interpretivism, epistemology, critical research
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INTRODUCTION

IS research can be seen as a rich tapestry of diverse research methods, research paradigms, and research
approaches (cf., for instance, Chen & Hirschheim 2004; Wade & Hulland 2004). Different academic
disciplines and different research communities tend to develop those distinct research methods, paradigms
and research approaches (Chen & Hirschheim 2004). Many disciplines, such as information systems,
business administration, information science, sociology, psychology etc., contribute to studying the
development, implementation, and use of information systems and information technology inside
organizations (Fitzgerald & Howcroft 1998; Hevner et al. 2004; Wade & Hulland 2004). Also the
contribution of many different (national) research communities to ‘international’ IS research is very
rewarding. International research projects are becoming more and more important and will become
standard in the future. Not only the research activities themselves, but also the publication of research
results is – from the perspective of certain research communities – becoming increasingly international.
The discussion of research paradigms has influenced the discourse in the IS discipline (Burrell & Morgan
1979; Chen & Hirschheim 2004; Hirschheim & Klein 1989; Iivari 1991). Paradigms are in many cases
unconscious and not explicated by the individual who is conducting research. Paradigms are questioned
mainly in those situations where research approaches based on distinct paradigms are confronted – i.e.
when they stem from different academic disciplines or research communities. At this point, differences
regarding the implicit paradigmatic assumptions become evident and paradigmatic assumptions are
analyzed. Furthermore, paradigms are often questioned when they fail to provide a sufficient explanatory
power regarding new phenomena of interest (Kuhn 1962).
• In the IS discipline, we can observe a broad discussion of epistemological paradigms, especially
positivism and interpretivism (Fitzgerald & Howcroft 1998; Jones 2004; Lee 1991; Mingers 2001;
Probert 2001; Russo & Stoltermann 2000; Walsham 1995; Weber 2004). Here, a paradigm is
understood as a distinct worldview based on certain epistemological and also ontological assumptions.
• However, the term paradigm is not only used to distinguish particular epistemological positions. Hevner
et al. (2004) and March and Smith (1995) introduce two distinct paradigms: behavioural science
research and design science research. The former is understood as a “problem understanding
paradigm”, the latter as a “problem solving paradigm” (Hevner et al. 2004; March & Smith 1995).
Thus, the term paradigm here addresses distinct phases of a problem-oriented process, understanding
and solving it.
• Another pair of concepts that influences the discussion of paradigms in IS is that of critical research
and ’non-critical research‘. Critical research has been identified as a possible paradigm and is often
portrayed as a third alternative to our first set of paradigms, positivism and interpretivism (Chua 1986;
Orlikowski & Baroudi 1991). However, we will argue that they constitute a distinct set of paradigms,
which should not be conflated with the interpretivism/positivism one. The central issue of critical
research is that it aims to change social reality and promote emancipation.
Especially from a European perspective, the discussion of the interrelation of distinct sets of paradigms is
of importance. Though the term of design science research has primarily been introduced by US literature,
the IS discipline in major parts of Europe has a strong background of design-oriented research (cf., for
instance, Frank 2000; Heinrich 2005), especially dominated by socio-technical design approaches (cf., for
instance, Hedberg 1980; Kyng & Mathiassen 1982; Mumford & Weir 1979). Furthermore, an
examination of 1893 articles published in American or European IS journals (Chen & Hirschheim 2004)
revealed that, at the paradigmatic level, the vast majority (89%) of US publications are characterized by a
positivist paradigm. Although European journals also mainly publish research based on positivist principles
(66%), they tend to be much more receptive to interpretivist research (34%) than US journals (Chen &
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Hirschheim 2004). Moreover, critical research has been strongly promoted in Europe as evidenced by the
fact that the four journals, which have published or are in the process of publishing special issues on
critical research (Journal of Information Technology, Information Systems Journal, Information
Technology and People, International Journal of Technology and Human Interaction) are either based in
Europe or have strong links to European scholarship.
Despite its high relevance to IS research and practice, a holistic framework for the integrated discussion of
different sets of paradigms is still missing. Firstly, we can observe a dilution of the term paradigm1 (see
above). Secondly (and more problematic), the term has certain implicit assumptions, such as the
connotation of ‘paradigmatic incommensurability’ (Kuhn 1962). Thus, in the course of this paper we are
seeking to answer the following research questions:
 What are the basic principles of the paradigms and sets of paradigms currently discussed in the IS
discipline, especially design & behavioural science, positivism & interpretivism, as well as critical &
non-critical research?
 Does ‘paradigmatic incommensurability’ hold true for all paradigms and all sets of paradigms? If not,
what are their interrelations, especially between different sets of paradigms?
 What are the consequences of our analysis for ‘cross-paradigmatic’ research? Are there examples of
cross-paradigmatic research in the literature that support our arguments? In what way is crossparadigmatic research feasible?
Addressing our research objective, the research method chosen is that of conceptual/philosophical
research, in particular that of critique (in the Kantian understanding). This research method is dedicated to
identifying, scrutinizing and questioning the presuppositions of research approaches in order to determine
their scope, applicability, possibilities, and limits towards a given research objective (Kant, 1929). We will
hence provide philosophical-logical arguments rather than empirical ones. However, our arguments will
(where applicable) also refer to empirical research results, for instance provided by Kuhn (1962), Chen &
Hirschheim (2004) and others. Furthermore, we will present additional evidence by giving empirical
examples from IS research practice.

2

BEHAVIOURAL AND DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH

A widely used logic to systematize IS research paradigms is the differentiation between behavioural
science and design science research (for instance, Davis & Olson 1985; for instance, Hevner et al. 2004;
March & Smith 1995). While behavioural science research (BSR) is primarily focussed on development
and justification of theories on human-computer-interaction, design science research (DSR) seeks to create
IT artefacts intended to solve organizational problems. The former is called a “problem understanding
paradigm”, the latter is titled as “problem solving paradigm” (see Table 1).

1

Kuhn’s work on the structure of scientific revolutions (1962) had great impact on research on science and has strongly influenced
the understanding of the term ‘paradigm’. For Kuhn (1962) a paradigm is the very element of science which provides certain
application areas, successful applications, particular research methods, and a set of rules and norms for successfully conducting
research in accordance with that paradigm. A scientific paradigm can be furthermore characterized as: i) What is to be observed
and scrutinized, ii) the kind of questions that are supposed to be asked and probed for answers in relation to this subject, iii) how
these questions are to be put, and iv) how the results of scientific investigations should be interpreted (Kuhn 1962). In fact, Kuhn
himself used this term ‘paradigm’ in at least 21 ways (Masterman 1970), sometimes even inconsistently (Shapere 1966), it should
nevertheless be clear that paradigms represent particular worldviews. They help the research community to conduct research within
the given paradigmatic frame which can seemingly be taken for granted.
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Behavioural Science Research (BSR)

Design Science Research (DSR)

origin

natural science

engineering, sciences of the artificial

paradigm

problem understanding paradigm

problem solving paradigm

objective

to develop and justify theories which explain
or predict organizational human phenomena
surrounding the analysis, design,
implementation, management, and use of
information systems

to create innovations that define ideas,
practices, technical capabilities, and
product through the analysis, design,
implementation, management, and use
of information systems

object

Human-Computer-Interaction

IT artefact design

Table 1:

Behavioural vs. Design Science Research (cf. Hevner et al. 2004; March & Smith 1995)

Behavioural science research and design science research are seen as two complementary parts of the IS
research cycle (Hevner et al. 2004; March & Smith 1995). Acquiring knowledge about information
systems employed in an organizational context requires the application of both research paradigms:
Starting from pre-scientific observation of IS and information technology (IT) usage in practice, theories
about IS-related issues are developed. These theories are supposed to primarily explain and predict human
behaviour, information system function, and issues interrelated with both of these aspects. By the process
of justification, these theories are considered to be true or valid. Thus, they provide a basic understanding
of the (real world) problem situation described in the first instance. This understanding presents the basis
for the design of one or more IT artefacts which address a given problem situation. By actually applying
them, IT artefacts are supposed to become useful in terms of problem solving. Thus, they change present IS
usage in practice and, for that reason, provide new impulse for theory development. March & Smith (1995)
provide several reasons why such a ‘cross-paradigmatic collaboration’ is essential:
 “Design science provides substantive tests of the claims of natural science research.” (March & Smith
1995, p. 254)
 “How […] are we to determine if theoretical claims are true? This validation problem is overcome in
part by the effectiveness of theories in practical applications.” (March & Smith 1995, p. 254)
 „Well-informed actions (i.e., those based on true beliefs) are more likely to achieve desired ends.
Information is valuable insofar as it helps individuals form true beliefs which, in turn, promote
effective, goal achieving action” (March & Smith 1995, p. 251)
 “Design Science creates artifacts, giving rise to phenomena that can be the targets of natural science
research” (March & Smith 1995, p. 254)
As a consequence, information systems research is a process which includes both behavioural science as
well as design science research. Regarding the interrelationship analysis of the two elements of this set of
paradigms, these two ‘paradigms’ behavioural and design science research are not only commensurable;
they are calling for each other. Thus, the label ‘paradigm’ with regard to the connotation of ‘paradigmatic
incommensurability’ (Kuhn 1962) is not fully applicable. As the discussion of behavioural and design
science research addresses the question of different phases of the research process, it still remains to be
answered how this interrelates to the discussion of positivism & interpretivism (Section 3) or critical &
non-critical research (Section 4).

3

POSITIVISM AND INTERPRETIVISM

In recent IS literature an extensive discussion of epistemological research paradigms, such as positivism
and interpretivism, and their assumptions can be found (cf., for instance, Burrell & Morgan 1979; Chen &
Hirschheim 2004; Fitzgerald & Howcroft 1998; Hirschheim & Klein 1989; Iivari et al. 1998; Lee 1991;
Monod 2003; Weber 2004). Epistemological assumptions were considered alongside ontological and
methodological ones, those mainly taken into account in order to identify and to describe distinct
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paradigms as well as to differentiate them from each other (see Figure 1). Especially positivism and
interpretivism have been intensively discussed against the background of (their) epistemological
assumptions.

Figure 1:

Analyzing Epistemological Assumptions of Distinct IS Research Paradigms

In IS research literature, two basic divergent streams of thought can be found regarding the definition of
positivism and interpretivism. These standpoints provide contrasting answers to the question of how these
two elements of this set of paradigms interrelate to each other:
A) Core argument of the first alternative viewpoint: Positivism and interpretivism feature distinct
epistemological assumptions, but share the (ontological) ‘real world’ assumption (see Becker &
Niehaves 2006). The main objective of IS research, learning how IS as socio-technical systems
work, is common to interpretivism and positivism. The research questions being formulated in
positivism or interpretivism do not necessarily have to be, but can very well be the same (Mingers
2001). Here, for instance, Weber (2004) argues that both positivism and interpretivism share the
assumption that a real world exists beyond the realms of human cognition. However, positivism
assumes that there exists in principle the possibility that objective knowledge about this real world
can be achieved, while interpretivism emphasizes that knowledge is always determined by the
subject and, thus, no such thing as objective knowledge exists (see Figure 2 and cf., for instance,
Weber 2004). As a consequence of this perspective, interpretivism and positivism do not lead to
different paradigmatic views on IS, but they do analyze IS differently. They do not inevitably lead to
contradictory theories of IS and are, thus, not incommensurable in the sense of Kuhn. Such an
interpretation would explain the possibility of successfully combining positivist and interpretivist
approaches (cf. Trauth & Jessup 2000).
B) Core argument of the second alternative viewpoint: positivism and interpretivism neither share the
epistemological nor the ontological assumption. The first point of view suggested that positivism and
interpretivism agree on the existence of a real world (see above). A different ontological
interpretation would be that positivism is based on the doctrine of ontological realism, which holds
that reality is independent of the observer, whereas interpretivism relies on the hermeneutic and
phenomenological tradition, where such observer-independence of reality is not usually accepted
(Moran 2000; Varey et al. 2002). Ontologically interpretivism thus seems to be close to positions
that we usually call "constructivism" or "constructionism" (cf. Gergen 1999). If we assume that the
fundamental difference between positivism and interpretivism is the ontological question of reality
(or our knowledge thereof (cf. Darke et al. 1998; Klein & Myers 1999; Miranda & Saunders
2003)), then it is arguably difficult to reconcile the two paradigms. Depending on whether reality is a
(social) construction or not, the epistemology and methodology will differ vastly. Moreover, even
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where research results are broadly similar in format and appearance, their meaning will be radically
different. Where positivism aims to create true statements by describing the world objectively as it
is, interpretivism is engaged in sense-making on an organisational and individual level. The criteria
of truth and thus of good research are fundamentally different. This extends to the role of the
researcher, who, in positivism, is an external observer, whereas in interpretivism needs to be
involved in the situation (Introna 1997; Trauth 2001).As a consequence, interpretivism would here
be seen as more strongly differing from positivism (see again Figure 2).
Thus, the debate on the commensurability of positivism and interpretivism can be seen as an open issue.
None of the arguments provided by the two alternative viewpoints can be seen as finally binding. One
might argue that the fundamentally different understandings of ‘interpretivism’ would suggest finding
distinct terms for each concept. However, both concepts appear under the same label in the IS literature and
one must therefore be aware of the alternative definitions. Nevertheless, both definitions of interpretivism
and the definition of positivism make a clear point that this set of paradigms addresses the different
(epistemological and ontological) assumptions and worldviews which can be made.

Figure 2:
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Epistemological Differences between Positivism and Interpretivism

CRITICAL AND NON-CRITICAL RESEARCH

The concept of criticality opens up another dimension to the paradigm discussion in the IS discipline.
Critical research is often seen as the ‘third paradigm’, an alternative to interpretivism and positivism. We
contend that critical research is significantly different from positivism and interpretivism. We will argue
that the critical paradigm is not an exclusive alternative to interpretivism or positivism: Criticality is a
different perspective on the analysis that can add up to critical-positivist or critical-interpretivist research.
Whereas non-criticality, we will argue, is the logical complement to criticality which means that the
particular research(er) does not take a critical perspective.
The fundamental issue of critical research is that it aims to change the status quo because it finds social
realities unjust; the purpose of critical research is to promote emancipation (McGrath 2005; CecezKecmanovic 2001; McAulay et al. 2002). Despite the problem of finding a clear definition of critical
research (Brooke 2002), there are some characteristics of critical research that render it sufficiently easy to
identify and that allow us to describe it in terms of a paradigm:
 Most importantly, critical research seeks to change reality. This characteristic can be used to
distinguish the critical and the non-critical paradigm where non-critical research is concerned with the
description of reality and critical research with change. The reason why critical researchers aim to be
normative and create change is that they believe that the way our societies are constituted includes a
large number of injustices. Critical research has developed from Marxist theory (Hirschheim & Klein
1989; Nord & Jermier 1992) and shares the deep Marxist suspicion of capitalism. The critical intention
leads to a different outlook on life in general and on research in particular. As Walsham (2005, p. 112)
puts it, "a critical stance is focused on what is wrong with the world rather than what is right."
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 The critical intention to change reality is usually expressed in terms of emancipation. Emancipation is
the self-professed goal of research in the critical paradigm. It aims to "to free human subjects from
oppressive regimes within societies and within the institutions that constitute them" (McGrath 2005, p.
88). In order to achieve emancipation, it is necessary to overcome repressive ideological and social
conditions that preclude humans to develop to their potential (Alvesson & Willmott 1992; Klein &
Huynh 2004; Ngwenyama & Lee 1997). The critical intention and the wish to promote and further
emancipation have led critical researchers in IS to concentrate on some groups of topics (for instance,
the issue of power (Mingers 1992), gender in IS (Kvwasny et al. 2005). digital divide (Kvasny &
Trauth, 2003), or IS failure (Wilson & Howcraft 2002)), theories (especially the Frankfurt School
influenced by, for instance, Karl-Otto Apel (1979) or Jürgen Habermas, but also French theorists
combining Marxist, phenomenological, and existential streams, such as Pierre Bourdieu or Michel
Foucault) and methodologies.
 Critical research questions the assumption of rationality. A topic area of high importance to critical
research is that of rationality. The capitalist constitution of society is closely linked to a certain type of
rationality, sometimes called purposive or strategic rationality, which, in turn, can be a cause of a lack
of attention to issues of emancipation. Research in the critical paradigm is thus often concerned with the
way we understand and apply the concept of rationality (Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2002; Varey et al.
2002).
To summarize, the critical paradigm can be characterized by the critical intention to change reality and
the wish to emancipate alienated individuals. It tends to concentrate on topics where alienation is most
visible and it is based on a set of theories, which reflect the critical intention. The non-critical paradigm, on
the other hand, is purely descriptive and has no specific regard for emancipation.
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INTERDEPENDENCIES & PARADIGM COMMENSURABILITIES

The discussion in the IS literature often focuses on the discussion of (in)commensurability within the sets of
paradigms described, while the analysis of the interrelation between the sets of paradigms is often omitted.
The main interest of a discussion of paradigms in IS research refers to the question of paradigm
incommensurability: The question is whether the use of one paradigm precludes the simultaneous use of
another. This question is of high theoretical interest, but it is also relevant because the answer will
determine possible types of research and collaboration. In order to see whether and which of the paradigms
(or pairs of paradigms) are incommensurable, we will first review the relationship between the members of
the three pairs of paradigms discussed here and then draw conclusions regarding the relationships between
the different types of paradigms. Regarding the three sets of paradigms, the relation of the elements within
them can be described as following:
1. Behaviour Science Research & Design Science Research: IS research is a process which comprises both
behavioural science as well as design science research. In this case, the two ‘paradigms’ are not only
commensurable; they are calling for each other (Hevner et al. 2004). Thus, ‘paradigmatic
incommensurability’ (Kuhn 1962) is not the case regarding behavioural and design science research.
2. Positivism & Interpretivism: The debate between adherents of the positivist and interpretivist paradigms
has dominated the discussion on the basics and philosophy of the IS discipline and different views on
the commensurability of the two paradigms are advocated. We have argued above that they can be seen
as different but compatible views of the same research subject, but they can also be seen as intrinsically
contradictory. Both sides have been supported with a variety of different arguments (cf. Landry &
Banville 1992) so that the question of ‘paradigm incommensurability’ regarding positivism and
interpretivism has to be seen as an open issue.
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3. Critical Research & Non-Critical Research: This final pair of paradigm differs from the first two
through the fact that it was explicitly designed in a dichotomous way. Following the traditional
Aristotelian logic that says that something cannot be A and non-A at the same time (proposition of the
excluded third), we can state that critical and non-critical research are not commensurable. That means
that one cannot do a piece of research that is simultaneously critical and non-critical.
Regarding the relationship of elements within these three sets of paradigms, we can state that the range
comprises explicit commensurability (behavioural and design science research), logical
incommensurability (critical and non-critical research), and an open commensurability discussion of
positivism and interpretivism (see Table 2).
Behavioural
Science
Research

Design
Science
Research

Positivism

Interpretivism

Critical
Research

Non-Critical
Research

Core Question

(1) What is the stage/phase of the
research process?

(2) What is the (epistemological and
ontological) worldview?

(3) What is the purpose of research?

(In)Commensurability

Imperative to combine Behavioural
and Design Science Research

Discussion on (in)commensurability
is still open.

Critical and non-critical research
logically exclude each other

Core Answer

Problem
understanding
phase

Problem
solving phase

Objective
Knowledge can
be achieved in
principle

Knowledge is
always subjective

Change of
reality;
emancipation

Description of
reality

Assumption
regarding the stage
of research

Problem
Understanding

Problem
Solving

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Epistemological
Realism

Epistemological
Constructivism

Epistemological
Assumption

Assumption
regarding problems
in society

Table 2:

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open

Open (although
traditionally
close to
interpretivism)
Society is
conflictual
(history is
history of class
struggle)

Open
Usually not
explicitly
reflected; naïve
assumption of
harmony

Core Qualities of Distinct Paradigms and Paradigm Sets

Different sets of paradigms answer different core questions and, thus, provide different perspective on IS
research. These perspectives are not exclusive but complementary. We will now discuss their interrelation
among the sets of paradigms:
1. Behaviour Science Research & Design Science Research: The discussion of behavioural and design
science research focuses on the different phases of the research process (Mingers 2001; Tashakkori &
Teddlie 1998) while design science addresses the phase of undertaking action to change the situation
analysed by behavioural science efforts (Hevner et al. 2004). Although it is often argued that only
behavioural science could be viewed from either a positivist or an interpretivist standpoint (Hevner et
al. 2004, p. 98), we argue that also design science (seen as just the later phase of research) embraces a
certain epistemological perspective. Here, for instance Boland (1989) takes an interpretive perspective
on design science research, whereas Hevner et al. (2004) take an implicit positivist stance, for instance,
using terms as ‘reality’ or ‘truth’ in a positivist manner (Hevner et al. 2004, pp. 76-81) and providing
evaluation guidelines that follow a positivist logic (Hevner et al. 2004, pp. 82-90). While there seem to
be few examples of openly critical design research, one can argue that the interventionist aim of design
research lends itself to critical interpretation. A classical example of this is the socio-technical tradition
whose aim is to use participative methods to design systems in an emancipatory way (Mumford, 2003).
2. Positivism & Interpretivism: The discussion of positivism and interpretivism addresses the different
(ontological and epistemological) worldviews. As shown above, this discussion provides an orthogonal
perspective on behavioural and design science research. Furthermore, particular research efforts have
shown that both positivism and interpretivism can also be accessed by critical as well as non-critical
research (see again Table 3). For instance, Westland (2004) advocates a positivist and non-critical
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standpoint for IS research, while Schultze & Leidner (2002) as well as Miranda & Saunders (2003)
argue in favour of an interpretivist and non-critical standpoint. On the other hand, Pozzebon (2004)
provides a critical view on interpretivism, while the orthodox Marxist research as undertaken in the
former Warsaw Pact countries functions as an example of a critical but positivist view (see Table 3).
3. Critical Research & Non-Critical Research: In terms of ontology and epistemology, critical research in
IS (CRIS) is usually, but arguably not necessarily, close to interpretive research. Still, it seems that
critical researchers tend to find a social constructionist ontology more convincing than the ontological
realism prevalent in positivism. They are interested in questions of alienation and ideology, which tend
to be interpreted in linguistic terms. The reality that critical research aims to change is not the natural
world but rather the social interpretation of reality. Critical research is therefore interested in
epistemologies and methodologies that stress the relevance of social construction and thus of language.
However, McGrath (2005) points out that there is no agreed-upon methodology of critical research.
Furthermore, a difficult, and arguably unresolved, problem of CRIS is the status of empirical research.
The mainstream of IS research relies heavily on empirical investigation. While CRIS also claims
empirical relevance, indeed, it is hard to see how you can change social reality without empirical
intervention, critical researchers are much more sceptical about empirical findings. If reality is
structured by interpretive schemas and if it is pervaded by a range of ideologies, then empirical research
findings cannot be taken at face value. Theoretical research is then arguably at least as important as
empirical investigations. As a consequence, the question of criticality is open to theoretical research
(behavioural science orientation) as well as interventional action (design science orientation). The logic
of intertwined theory and action holds thus true for critical and non-critical research (for examples, see
Table 3).

Table 3:

Research Examples across different Sets of Paradigms

Hence, the three different sets of paradigms that shaped the discussion within the IS discipline have often
been examined independently from each other. As shown in our above analysis, each set addresses
different core question. This means that, although certain paradigms are possibly exclusive alternatives
within their set (for instance, positivism and interpretivism or critical and non-critical research), they are
not exclusive regarding other sets of paradigms. As a consequence, the sets of paradigms provide different
perspectives on IS research and find themselves in an orthogonal and logically independent relation to each
other. For instance, answering the epistemological question and taking an interpretive stance does not mean
that this includes a position taken regarding the question of the research phase (behavioural science vs.
design science) or the question of criticality. Which of these dimensions is relevant to be answered is an
open question to the particular research setting. However, we advocate that an awareness of all three
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dimensions is essential to an effective research communication in a multi-disciplinary and international
research environment, such as on information systems!
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVCES

This paper does not end with a simple formulaic conclusion. There is no easy answer or trivial relationship
that would allow providing IS researchers with guidelines on which paradigm can or should be used with
which other paradigms. All research is based on a number of (often implicit) fundamental assumptions, the
totality of which has been called a paradigm. The concept of a "paradigm" thus does not take away the
researcher's responsibility to reflect on the basis of the research. Due to the multitude of established
paradigms, an IS researcher must actively reflect on the components of the paradigm he or she wants to
work in. In doing so, the researcher must consider the difficult question of commensurability. He or she
must ask questions such as: is my methodology compatible with my epistemology and my ontology? Is my
assumption about the nature of society and the nature of human relations compatible with my choice of
research question? Does the aim of my research require me to undertake investigation into design? These
and many related questions need to be answered in order to ensure that the research is internally consistent
and approachable and valuable for external readers. The major difficulty of this conclusion is that it
requires researchers to undertake reflections of a nature that they are often neither interested nor skilled in.
This paper allows a different perspective on the question of paradigm. We developed complexities by
identifying three different sets of paradigms in order to shows that some of the typical assumptions
regarding paradigms are simply wrong. There are certainly more possible research paradigms, which
deserve being analysed, but which we could not address in this work. However, the paradigm selection
made was based on the relevance of the particular paradigm in the current IS discussion. Particularly in the
positivism vs. interpretivism debate in IS, there seems to be the assumption that the two paradigms are
mutually exclusive and complete. That means that one must choose either one or the other and that, once
chosen, one has to adhere to the paradigm. Adding two more pairs of paradigms to this equation renders it
obvious that these alternatives are false. Within the current discussion in IS on paradigms, different streams
of thought coin paradigmatic views, they answer different core questions and have distinct viewpoints on
the issue. The three pairs of paradigms we have discussed are in many cases orthogonal to one another. For
instance, one can be a critical interpretivist or a critical positivist. It is, for instance, also possible to
concentrate on design from an interpretivist or a positivist position.
What this paper hopes to do is raise the awareness that there is NO fundamental philosophical reason why
IS research needs to be confined to these two paradigms. There is a variety of further paradigms and
perspectives. The challenge for us is to identify and describe them in detail. In the long run this might lead
to a sort of repository of acceptable paradigms. A researcher wanting to use one of these could refer to the
fact that it has been established as valid. This does not mean that we are looking for centralized control of
which approaches researchers can take. A researcher wishing to develop a new approach could certainly do
so but she or he would have to go through the complex process of making sure that the approach (or
paradigm) is tenable, consistent and non-contradictory. For those who do not wish to expend the
intellectual exertion of doing this, the set of established paradigms would offer the advantage of reducing
the complexity of research and allowing them to engage in normal science, which, according to Kuhn, is
what most of us do most of the time anyway.
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